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Critical Elements 
Teachers need to: 
1. Content 
-    Determine curricular concepts and skills that can be connected to arts concepts and skills 
-     Design lesson objectives that include learning goals in both areas – other content and arts content 
-     Use district/state adopted grade-level curriculum as source material for arts exploration 
2. Connections 
-   Use arts strategies to access student prior knowledge of content. Take into consideration: 

- Previous experience with content 
- Personal experiences that connect to the student cultures represented in the classroom and the            

course content 
- Use foundational arts skills to dramatize stories, events, concepts, and ideas 
- Engage students in arts activities and then ask them to reflect in writing or in a verbal presentation 
 
3. Strategies - Samples 
- In groups of four to six, use tableau to show beginning, middle and end of a story 
- Use A/B improvisation to explore a conflict in a story or a dance concept or to solve a problem 
- Show character traits through dance movement using various movement qualities 
-     Create symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes in dance to reinforce that concept in math 
- Use drumming to teach counting in multiples  
- Use improvisation in theatre to devise an ending to a story partially told  
- Illustrate settings of stories or events using art principles 
-     Use Kandinksy’s concentric circle art to teach multiplication 
- Analyze and create artwork containing visual metaphors that express the traditions and myths of 

selected cultures 
- Draw pictures that express ideas about themselves, family and/or experiences 
- Include journal prompts that allow for reflection on arts activities 
 
4. Interaction 
-  Establish clear objectives 
- Use a variety of groupings for ensemble work establish clear objectives 
- Make sure students use targeted academic vocabulary from the arts discipline  
- Ask open-ended questions that allow for many possible answers and reveal that all students 

understand content/concept 
 
Additional information including standards, skills and knowledge, vocabulary, and lesson plans can be 
found on the Arts Education Branch web site at achieve.lausd.net/arts. Specific Arts Integration 
information: http://achieve.lausd.net/cms/Workspace/Section/Section.aspx?DomainId=218  

ARTS INTEGRATION: Classroom teachers may use arts integration strategies to 
assist students to make connections between arts disciplines and other core 
subjects. This type of integration provides motivation; includes problem-solving, 
critical thinking, and collaboration; and makes connections to students’ lives. It 
leads to deep understanding and personal involvement in the learning process. 
True arts integration teaches to both areas simultaneously, and learning in both 
areas is assessed.  

 


